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Introduction
The Knave Bridge Scorer, hence forth known as KBS, is a Perl based set of programs
to allow the scoring of a session of duplicate bridge, either manually by transcribing
the contents of the travellers into the program, or wirelessly during the session using a
laptop, router and smart phones or tablets.
This code started life in 2007 for use in a club that only played single session pairs. I’ve
only ever implemented those features that we needed, so this code is missing several
features that you might expect in bridge scoring software. These are the ones of which
I’m aware:
1. No multiple sessions;
2. No Ebu USEBIO format result file. (Not strictly true, the code is there, but is
out-of-date and untested);
3. No team scoring;
4. No individual scoring;
Perl is a scripting language, so there is no need to compile the supplied code for each
operating system platform. This also means that you can read and amend the code
simply, so if you don’t like the colour or a certain error message, you can dive into the
code and change it. Given an up to date Perl interpreter and set of installed modules
produced by the Perl community, this software will run on a variety of different hardware
platforms. I’ve used it on Windows XP, 7 and 10 and on Linux running on x86 and Arm
hardware. It should run on any system that supports Perl and the Tk modules. (Tk
provides a graphic user interface to Perl programs).
The software is provided ‘as is’ with no implied warranty or fitness for any particular
purpose. Use at your own risk.
One of the main goals of the suite is portability, the ability to run the suite on as
wide a collection of hardware and operating systems as possible. The software therefore
adopts particular Open standards and requires each platform to support it. Thus the
suite writes all its data files using UTF-8 encoding and its text files’ line endings are
‘Unix’ format, with lines being marked with a single newline character (\n, 012). This
presents no problem with a Linux platform, but Windows users need to be be aware
of this requirement. It you run into problems with line endings I suggest that you use
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Notepad++ to edit such files. This generally does not present a problem as all the data
is stored using JSON, where line endings are ignored. The only issues I am aware of
is when importing an external file, for example, a list of players’ names, Perl can get
confused about where the lines end, also the result output doesn’t display correctly on
Windows when shown on a command prompt window and the output includes a multi
byte character sequence. To avoid this problem you can switch the page code to 65001
which will display UTF-8 encoded characters correctly.
C:\> chcp 65001
The software splits into several natural areas of functionality, for example entering players’ names and details, so each of these areas has its own section in this document,
preceded with an installation guide and an overview of the initial start screen to help
you navigate between the various areas.

Installation
The software comes as a zip file (for Windows systems) and a compressed tar file (for
Linux and friends). After downloading this file, decide on an installation directory
(I’ll use C: \kbs and $HOME/kbs in the following examples), create this directory and
unpack the software into this directory.

Debian based Linux
Before you can use the code you’ll need a Perl interpreter and some additional modules.
For Linux, Perl is part of most distributions, so you will only have to install the additional
modules. For Linux the steps I use are:
1. Install Tk. This is a large lump of code and it needs a C compiler for its installation
process and some header files. The best way to get this on your system is to install
a special package called perl-tk:
$ sudo apt-get install perl-tk
2. Then install the rest of the modules:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan

Class::Accessor
LWP
Tk::DateEntry
Tk::NumEntry
Dir::Self
JSON
Crypt::DES_PP
Data::GUID
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$
$
$
$
$

sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo
sudo

cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan
cpan

DBI
Text::CSV
DBD::SQLite
Path::Class
AnyEvent::HTTPD

Windows
Windows does not come with a Perl interpreter, so the first step is to download a Perl
distribution. There are two main variants, Strawberry Perl and ActiveState. I use
Strawberry Perl, so I suggest you download that version, http://strawberryperl.
com/. Strawberry Perl comes with all the tools required to install all the other required
modules using Cpan. (Things like a C compiler and make.) Once Strawberry Perl is
installed, start a command window and install the required modules:
C:\> mkdir c:\tmp
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>
C:\>

cpanm
cpanm
cpanm
cpanm
cpanm
cpanm
cpanm
cpanm
cpanm

Dir::Self
Crypt::DES_PP
Data::GUID
-n Tk
-n Tk::DateEntry
-n Tk::NumEntry
-n AnyEvent::HTTPD
-n Win32::Shortcut
-n XML::XPath

You can create desktop links to the kbs script and the club directory by moving to the
club directory and running the misc/desktop.pl script.
C:\> cd \kbs\snouty
C:\kbs\snouty> perl ..\misc\desktop.pl
The desktops icons look like this:

Figure 1: Desktop Icons
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Verifying Perl Packages
I recommend that you now test the installation, as the various required modules changes
over time and this document might be out of date. In the examples below I’ll assume a
Linux installation. Move to the directory where you installed KBS:
$ cd $HOME/kbs
and now move to the club sub directory:
$ cd club
and run the main kbs script:
$ perl -c ../kbs.pl
The ‘-c’ flag tells perl to just compile but not run the script. This will cause it to attempt
to load all its required modules, so its a quick way to check. If a module is missing you’ll
see an error message like this:
Can’t locate Unknown.pm in @INC
(you may need to install the Unknown module)
(@INC contains: /etc/perl
/usr/local/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/perl/5.26.1
/usr/local/share/perl/5.26.1
/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/perl5/5.26
/usr/share/perl5
/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/perl/5.26
/usr/share/perl/5.26 /usr/local/lib/site_perl
/usr/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/perl-base) at -e line 1.
BEGIN failed--compilation aborted at -e line 1.
Where ‘Unknown’ is the missing module I’ve used for this example. Correct the missing
module by running:
$ sudo cpanm -n Unknown
When “perl -c ../kbs.pl” runs without any output the system should be ready to use.

Overview
File Layout
In the main KBS directory you will find a number of scripts and directories. The scripts
are:
 bsetup.pl - setup a new session;
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 comp.pl - generate the competition web pages;
 config.pl - edit the configuration of a club;
 createclubdir.pl - create a directory and empty db file for a new club;
 ecats.pl - generate the Ecats result files;
 fine.pl - fine a pair a procedural penalty;
 inactive.pl - mark members that have not played for 3 months as inactive;
 kbs.pl - the main/master script;
 movecontrol.pl - select the movements available for a club;
 pairmap.pl - edit the members’ details or assign members to a movement pair;
 score.pl - score a session;
 trav.pl - edit the travellers of a session;
 uploadbw.pl- upload the competition web pages generated by comp.pl to Bridgewebs;
 uploadresult.pl- upload the scored session to Bridgewebs;
 uploadone.pl - upload a single file to Bridgewebs.

Those scripts marked with a dagger () are run-able via the main kbs.pl script, there is
no need to run them separately.
There are the following directories:
 club - this is an empty club directory. Each club has its own directory. This
directory contains all the required files for that club. These are described in the
next section;
 docs - contains the PDF version of this file;
 lib - the bulk of source code of the programs. If you are interested in changing the
code, you’ll find it here;
 misc - some helper scripts;
 snout - the code for the server (Perl) and the client (JavaScript) of the wireless
scoring subsystem;
 jsonmv - support code for movements. Contains the main Json movement database;
 moves - the KBS moves source code;
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The Database
All the results, movements and club members are all stored in a single Sqlite3 format
database file called “data.db”. KBS uses the sqlite3 database, which is freely available
and simple to use. If you want to investigate the KBS produced database files you can
download an sqlite3 command for Windows and Linux that will allow you to interrogate
them. The main KBS database described below is only used so that all the club data
can be contained in a single file. It uses a single table.
The schema of this database is:
CREATE TABLE Data (
sess Text,
type Numeric,
json Text
);
The “sess” and “type” fields are the keys to the table and their combination is unique.
The “json” field is a string of JSON encoded data, whose schema is determined by the
“type” of the record.
Several of the record types are associated with a particular session and for these records
the “sess” field is a date, in YYYYMMDD format, optionally followed by an underscore
and suffix string, usually a single digit. This is primarily so you can have multiple
sessions in a day.
Other record types only ever consist of a single record, in these cases the “sess” field is
always “0”. Here are the types of records supported and their description:
 MAP(1) - a session based record. Stores the mapping between a session pair and
the members that make up that pair;
 TRAV(2) - a session based record. Stores all the traveller details of the session;
 SCORE(3) - a session based record. Stores the result of a session;
 SETUP(4) - a session based record. Stores the details of a session’s movement,
number of pairs, missing pair etc;
 ECATS(6) - a session based record. Stores the ECATS session id;
 LPAIR(7) - a single record. Stores the last pairing of a member, so it can suggest
that pairing for a future session;
 MOVES(8) - Stores the movements available for this club. The “sess” field is the
short name of the movement;
 CONTACT(10) - a single record. The members’ database;
 FINE(12) - a session based record. Stores any procedural fines for a pair;
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Walk Through
First Time Setup
Although the “club” directory is usable, I suggest you create a brand new directory for
your club, this way you can give the folder a meaningful name. Run the createclubdir.pl
script with the name of your club from the main KBS directory. Using “snouty” as an
example:
$ perl creatclubdir.pl snouty
Don’t use spaces, just a short simple name. Then move into that directory and start
kbs:
$ cd snouty
$ perl ../kbs.pl
You should see the following screen:

Figure 2: Start Buttons
The first thing to do is to run the configurator, to set the bridge club name and select
the scoring options you wish to use. Press the configurator button:

Figure 3: Configurator Select
You should now see the configurator screen:
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Figure 4: Configurator Screen
The most important field to set is the top one; the name of your bridge club. Without
this set all the result files will have an empty club name which will look very odd. Here
is a description of the rest of the fields in order from the top.
 Input scores without trailing 0 – If ticked/set this lets you omit the trailing ’0’
character when inputting the scores from the travellers.
 Sort travellers – If ticked/set then the order of the results within a traveller will be
sorted in ascending order by the North/South pair number. You should set this if
your travellers have the North/South pair number preprinted on them.
 Contracts not entered on travellers – If ticked/set then the files containing the
results will not include fields to describe the contract, played by and tricks made
fields. This affects the native HTML result and Brigdewebs upload files. Set this
field if you just type the points scored from the travellers.
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 Ring the bell when a single player is available for selection - generate a bell sound
when there is a single name in the selecting box, useful if you have your head down
scanning through the table slips;
 Allow Snout wireless scoring - enable wireless scoring;
 Snout port number - if wireless scoring is enabled, use this port number to listen
on.
 Generate result file for Bridgewebs – If ticked/set then a Bridgewebs’ result upload
file will be produced when scoring the session. You want this set if your club uses
Bridgewebs.
 Bridgewebs club identifier – Bridgewebs will assign a club identifier to your club,
type this identifier into this field. This allows the program to automatically upload
the results to Bridgewebs after the session has been scored.
 Bridgewebs club password – The Bridgewebs’ club password.
 Ecats Club name – If you take part in Ecats’ Simultaneous pairs events, then fill
in this field with your club name. If you don’t play Ecats’ sims, then you can leave
this field and the following Ecats related variables unchanged.
 Ecats Town – The town where your club is situated.
 Ecats County – The county where your club is situated.
 Ecats County – The county where your club is situated.
 Ecats Contact name – A contact name that Ecats can contact is case of a scoring
problem.
 Ecats Contact telephone number – The telephone number of the person above.
 Ecats Contact email address – The email address of the contact person.

Once you have filled in your desired fields, click on the “Save Configuration” button to
commit your changes. You can abandon your changes by clicking on the “Exit without
saving” button. You can change your options at anytime by re-running this configuration
editor program.
You should now choose the movements you want to use for this club, so back at the
start buttons click the “Move setup” button:

Figure 5: Move setup Select
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You should then see the main movement selection screen:

Figure 6: Main Move screen
This lists all the available movements, which are provided by the external movement
database and some home grown KBS provided movements. The headings are:
 Key - A short key name, used to uniquely identify each movement. (This is used
as the “sess” key field in the main database as described above);
 Desc - A short description of the movement;
 Tbl - The number of tables in the movement;
 Win - The number of winners for the movement, either one or two;
 Rnd - The number of rounds in the movement;
 Type - The type of movement, these are the external classifications; KBS movements have the type “Any”;
 Library - The original source of the movement. KBS movements have a source of
“KBS”
 Add - an indicator. A green button indicates that the movement is included in the
club’s selection and red indicates that the movement is not available to the club;

Along the bottom of the screen, below the “Filters” label are a selection of drop down
movement filters. To use them click on the down arrow and a sub window will appear
with all the possible types available in that filter. Select the one you want, and the
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screen will redraw omitting those movements that do not match that criteria;
The only sensitive areas on the screen are the key fields of each movement. A left click
toggles the movement into or out of the club’s group of usable movements and a right
click displays the details of a movement. A Green indicator indicates that a movement
is usable by the club and a red indicator indicates that a movement is not usable. You’ll
need to determine which movements you want to support, and this can be difficult as
there is no standard naming convention. To try to help spot which movement may
match your movement cards you can right click on a movement’s key field area and the
following window will appear showing details of the movement:

Figure 7: Movement details
Here you can see the table, pairs, rounds and board set details. You can use the “Rounds”
and “Bpr” selectors to change the number of rounds and boards per round. You can
click on the “Cards” button and it will produce a postscript file of the tables cards in
A6 page size for the movement. You can use ghostscript to convert them to PDF for
printing. Here is an example:
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Figure 8: Table cards
Click “Quit” when you have finished inspecting the movement.
If you just want to setup the system to experiment, then I suggest that you use the
“Library” filter and select “KBS” and then left click all the key fields to add all the
“KBS” sources movements to your club. These are all movements I have bumped into
during my bridge career and range from 2 to 18 tables. When finished click the “Quit”
button.
Now click on the “Player Editor” button to add the club members:

Figure 9: Player Edit Select
You will see this screen:
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Figure 10: New Player Screen
Click on the “Add player” button to add a member, you should see this screen:
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Figure 11: Player Details
Here you can see the available text fields and flags. There are more flags available and
these will be discussed below. After filling in a member’s details click “Save” to store
them and exit the screen. After entering all the members’ names the main player edit
screen will look like this:
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Figure 12: Player Details
If you want to edit a member’s details, then right click on their name and the details
window for that member will appear. You can search for a member by typing the first
letter of their forename, followed by as many letters of their surname as required. This
will filter the right hand column of names. Press the “Backspace” key to cancel the filter.
A magic “.” character in the search string matches any single character. By default the
program will not list those members that are marked as inactive. You can tick the
“Include inactive” box to add these members back to the list on the right, perhaps so
you can make them active once more. Using the inactive status helps to reduce the size
of this list.
There is a shortcut to the initial loading of the members’ details if you have a spreadsheet
of your existing members. The script “misc/memberscsv2js.pl” takes a comma separated
format file and converts it into a JSON format file. The comma separated file should
have 6 fields using the “,” character as the separator. The fields are in this order (starting
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from 1):
1. surname
2. forenames
3. email
4. ebunumber
5. phone
6. flags
The “flags” field is a string of letters, with case being ignored, where the presence of a
letter indicates the following status:
 a - anonymous, this name will not be printed in the results or competition pages;
 c - member pays discounted table money;
 d - dummy, a made up name;
 e - do not send email or share email address;
 f - member does not pay table money;
 i - inactive, no longer plays at the club;
 p - purged member, not considered in the competitions pages;
 x - deceased member;

So given this example CVS file called names.csv:
Blanchard,Kieran
Wu,Ariel
Pitts,Alexis
Patrick,Ryleigh
...
I’ve left off the unneeded fields. The first step is to convert this into the standard
members json file, called “contact.js” by running memberscsv2js.pl. It takes an optional
-s option which will discard the first line, which is assumed to be the column names:
$ perl ../misc/memberscsv2js.pl names.csv
The produced “contact.js” file will look like:
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[
"Id,Surname,Forename,email,phone,ebu number,flags(Anon,Inactive,noEmail,Clubmember,Persona_non_grata,eXpired)",
[
1,
"Blanchard",
"Kieran",
"",
"",
"",
""
],
[
2,
"Wu",
"Ariel",
"",
"",
"",
""
],
...

We then use “misc/contact.pl” to load this into the club database:
$ perl ../misc/contact.pl load

Figure 13: Load Spreadsheet
Now you have the configuration set, the movements and players loaded it is time to walk
through scoring an example session.

First Session
With KBS running, the first thing we need to do is select the date of the session and if
needed an optional suffix. KBS will fill in the date field, as shown, with today’s date:

Figure 14: Session Date Select
If you need to add a suffix, type it into the text box to the right of the down arrow. If
you need to change the date, click on that down arrow to display a calendar like so:
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Figure 15: Session Calendar Select
Click the date you want and that will cause the sub menu to disappear and place the
date you selected in the date-box. Once you are happy, click on “Ok”. You now see the
movement select screen like this:
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Figure 16: Move Select - Number of Tables
In this example we will choose a 3 table, 10 round movement. So we click on the “3
tables” button, and we will see all the movements available for 3 tables, that have been
selected by the “Move setup” stage. As we have the KBS movements loaded we will see:
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Figure 17: Move Select - Movement
I know I want T3R10, so I click that button and see the movement parameters:
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Figure 18: Move Select - Parameters
This displays the full description of the movement, then the parameter box. The top
part lets you select the missing pair by clicking on a pair number button and displays
the pairs’ starting positions. You can use the round selector to limit the number of
rounds, and the “Skip first round?” to remove the first round from the movement. The
“Boards per round” lets you change the number of boards in a set. The traveller box
on the right shows the travellers for the first set with your given parameters. You can
use this to check that matches your paper travellers. Use the “Forward” and “Back”
buttons to examine the other board sets. You can click on any of the earlier table select
or movement buttons if you need the change the movement. Only once you are confident
you have the correct movement, click the “Done” button. This writes the movement
setup record into the club database under the selected date and suffix key. The session
input buttons will now appear:

Figure 19: Session Buttons
The first thing to note is that the “Snout” and “Update Bridgewebs” buttons will only
appear if you have enabled “Allow Snout wireless scoring” and “Generate result file for
Bridgewebs” options in the club’s configuration.
If you are using wireless scoring, then you want to click the “Snout” button. Wireless
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scoring has its own section and its operation is described in that section. If you don’t
have wireless scoring then you have to enter the traveller data and pair names manually.
To enter the traveller editor click the “Enter Traveller details” button and you’ll see this
screen:

Figure 20: Traveller Board Selection
Each box contains the board/traveller number and the digit in parentheses is the number
of scored entries for that board/traveller. Clicking on a box will display the score entry
window for that board. Here is an example for board 1:

Figure 21: Traveller Score entry
Note that the pair numbers are generated for you. Now the scores from the paper
travellers can be typed into the main text box. The format of the input is North/South
pair number, East/West pair number, contract, who played the contract and the card
led. Each field is separated by one or more spaces. When the entry is complete, press
the “Enter” or “Return” key to enter the data. The board result is encoded as follows:
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 a digit (1-7);
 the suit (c,d,h,s,n);
 whether the contract is doubled or redoubled (*, **);
 the outcome of the contract (+1,+2, -1, -2, etc. The + character is optional);
 the declarer or “by” field is the player location (n,s,e,w);
 optional lead, a card rank (x,2-9,t,j,q,k,a) and a suit (c,d,h,s);

Here are some examples:
 1 2 3s-1 s ac - pair 1 played pair 2, 3 spades going one off by South, Ace of
Clubs led;
 3 12 4n*+1 n th - pair 3 played pair 12, 4 notrumps doubled plus 1 by North,
ten of Hearts led;
 3 12 4n*1 n th - as above;
 3 12 3n e qh - 3 notrumps making by east, queen of hearts led.

You can also just enter the points awarded, using a negative value for E/W scores. e.g.:
 2 4 -100
 5 6 450

Note if you have ticked the “Input scores without trailing 0” option then you would
leave off the trailing 0, so it would be:
 2 4 -10
 5 6 45

There are also a few special results that can be entered for the result:
 3 6 p - pair 3 played pair 6 and the board was passed out;
 4 7 a - pair 4 played pair 7 both have an average score awarded;
 2 4 a+= - pair 2 played pair 4, pair 2 has been awarded an average plus, and pair
4 has been awarded an average;
 5 2 a-- - pair 5 played pair 2, both have been awarded an average minus;
 12 6 # - not played.
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After some scores have been added, the board window will look like this:

Figure 22: Traveller with entries
You can edit an already entered entry by clicking on the NS pair number, or by typing
just the N/S pair number in the entry box and pressing the “Return/Enter” key. Sometimes the automatic pair number generator can get in the way, you can disable it by
unticking the little box near the “Move” label. The “Clear” button deletes the current
content in the input box and if the “Move” selector it set the next entry N/S and E/W
pairs will be displayed. Note the entry in the input box is NOT counted as a entry in
the traveller. You must hit the “Return” key to add it. Click “Done” when you have
finished with this board’s entries and click “Quit” when you have finished all the boards.
Now you need to add the pair names, so click on the “Enter Pair details” button and
you should see this screen:
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Change Table
Active
NS Pair

EW Pair
Clear Location

The first point to note with this screen is that the right hand section is the same as
the Player Edit we met when adding the initial members. A left click will place that
member in the position showing the “*** Select ***”. This is labelled with the “Active”
tag.
On startup the program chooses the lowest numbered table that has a missing player,
obviously this will be table one for a new session. The “Change Table” tag points to
the table buttons, you can press these to change the table being displayed, the “Table”
label underneath the buttons shows the current table. The “Clear Location” tag points
to table position buttons. If a position is occupied, then clicking this button will remove
the current member in that position and put them back in the pool of selectable members. The “*** Select ***” label will replace the member’s name.
The “NS Pair” tag shows the starting pair number for the North/South pair for the
table. The “EW Pair” tag shows the starting pair number for the East/West pair for
the table. When the table is complete, the program will automatically move to the next
higher empty table, and place the “*** Select ***” label to the highest location. i.e
North before South before East before West. The table button will turn green.
In addition to using a left click on the member’s name to move him/her to the “***
Select ***” label location, you can use the “Enter/Return” key if you have a search filter
that matches a single name. Let us assume I want to place Skyla Bates to the North
position, if I type “sbat” for the search selection I will see:
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Figure 23: Select Name with Filter
After I press “Enter/Return”, the name has moved to the North location, the “*** Select
***” has moved to the South location, and member’s name in the members’ list on the
right is now shaded to indicate that member has been allocated.

Figure 24: One Name Placed
Once all the empty locations have been filled, (the tables will all be green), you can click
the “Done” button and exit this screen.
With the input of the travellers and pairs complete, press the “Score” button to score
the session.
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Figure 25: Example Score output
The score will generate 3 files in the club directory:
 tr.txt - the ranking in a text format, suitable to email;
 tr.htm - the same ranking table but in HTML;
 trYYYYMMDD.htm - the full results, with the ranking table, the scoring matrix
and the travellers. Note if you have the the “Contracts not entered on travellers”
then you get a simpler traveller listing. Here is an example of the full results:
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Figure 26: Result output
Example output when “Contracts not entered on travellers” is set:
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Figure 27: Result output - no contracts
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 bw YYYYMMDD.csv - a Bridgewebs’ format score file. (If you have Bridgewebs
enabled).

If you have the “Generate result file for Bridgewebs” option enabled, then the “Update
Bridgewebs” button will run the competition pages generator and then upload the result
and these pages to the club’s Bridgewebs’ page. See the Competition section for more
details.
If you need to score an ECATS session, then just add the Ecats session number in the
ECATS box and the ECATS’ files will be produced in a new “ecats” directory in the
club directory.
The “Export” button will create a JSON format file called YYYYMMDD.txt in the club
directory. The file contains all the records from the SCORE, TRAV, MAP, SETUP,
FINE, CONTACT and ECATS tables for this session and is useful for transferring the
session between scorers. A recipient of this file can load it into their club database by
using the “Import” button of the start menu.
When finished press the “Quit” button to exit KBS.

Editing a Previous Session
If you need to amend a previously scored session, then there are two ways to access it
after starting up KBS.
1. Use the same date and suffix of the previously scored session. Now when you press
the “OK” key, rather than taking you to the movement setup screen, because
a setup record already exists with that key in the database, it takes you to the
session input/edit section, where you can access the traveller, pair, ecats, export
and score buttons for that session;
2. Press the “List sessions” button. This will display every known session in the
database, sorted in descending order by date. If you click in the date button the
program will take you to the session editing/input screen for that session. There are
two other buttons associated with each event listed, “Remove setup” and “Remove
all”. The “Remove setup” button removes the setup record for this session from
the database, the “Remove all” will remove every record for that session.
If you find you have selected the wrong moment for a session, then you’ll want to
use the “List sessions” and “Remove setup” button on that session to allow you
to enter the movement selection dialogue for that session key again.
The “List session” button is located on the main screen:

Figure 28: List Sessions
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Here is some example output from “List sessions”:

Figure 29: List sessions

Competitions
KBS includes a program to process all the session data (that’s stored in the SCORE
table) and generate a number of HTML pages that rank the players and pairs by various
means and give graphical representation of the data. These are collectively known as
“Competition Pages”. These pages can be generated by running:
$ perl ../comp.pl
These HTML files are placed in a sub directory called “comps” in the club folder. The
following files are generated:
 allsessions.htm - List the session count of all members over 50. The members with
the highest session count are listed first;
 analysis.htm - Allows you to see all the sessions you and your partner(s) have
played at the club. Click on the left hand box and select your name, then click on
the right hand box and select a partner or ”all”. The buttons at the top of the
columns will re-sort the table by that column;
 beamish.htm - A partner competition, lists players by their best 10 percentage
results with at least 3 different partners. Named after John Beamish who devised
the scoring scheme;
 firstplayed.htm - Lists the date of the first session and session count of every
member sorted by the earliest date;
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 graph.htm - Player Numbers, this shows the number of player sessions averaged
over a month as it changes over the years; You can click on the legend item to
remove the plot for a year to simplify the display;
 gray.htm - A handicap competition. Calculates the handicap of each member based
on the previous year’s results. This handicap is then applied to the current year’s
results and the ranking computed. To qualify each member must have played at
least 12 sessions last year and this year. Unqualified pairs are indicated with a ‘L’
if they did not played enough times last year and a ‘T’ if they did not play enough
this year;
 howyou.htm - this allows you to select up to five active players and generate a
graph of their session percentage over time. Nothing is shown until you use one of
the five drop down menus and select an active player’s name. To remove a player
from the plot, select the first menu item of dashes;
 improvers.htm - Lists players that have increased their annual session percentage
by the greatest amount. Only players with less than 50% in the previous year are
considered;
 ppair.htm - Pair Percentage - the average of the best 10 percentage scores made
by a pair. Also included on the output is the percentage needed by the pair
to improve. Those pairs who have played fewer that 10 sessions are marked as
”Unqualified” and will always sort below any qualified pairs;
 pplay.htm - Player Percentage - the average of the best 10 percentage scores made
by a player. Also included on the output is the percentage needed by the player
to improve. The player who have played fewer that 10 sessions are marked as
”Unqualified” and will always sort below any qualified players;
 ruffdecay.htm - Leading Player (Ruff), The current leading player as calculated
using Ruff points. Ruff points decay by one per session. Ruff points are calculated
by giving each pair 2 points for each pair they defeat and one point per tie. (The
same way that match points are assigned on a traveller);
 seventy.htm - 70% Hall of Fame, this lists those partnerships that have scored over
70% in a session and the date of its achievement; The last entry is marked with a
green background;
 sitout.htm - The number of sit outs by direction for every year;
 spair.htm - Number of times a pair have played together so far during the year;
 splay.htm - Number of times a player has played so far during the year;
 tpair.htm - Pair Win/Place/Show, three points awarded for a win, two for second
and one for third irrespective of the field size;
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 tplay.htm - Player Win/Place/Show, three points awarded for a win, two for second
and one for third irrespective of the field size;
 wilsondecay.htm - Leading Player, the ranking of the current best player based on
the number of Wilsons scored. Wilsons are awarded roughly in the same way as
the EBU’s master point scheme, but they decay over time by one point per session;
 wpair.htm - Pair Total, total number of Wilsons awarded to a pair during the year;
 wplay.htm - Player Total, total number of Wilsons awarded to a player during the
year;
 yearcompare.htm - This presents a graphical representation of the total number of
player sessions during the year, starting from the date in the header and going back
exactly 365 days. Each column is labelled by the year in which the last session
was played. It gives a good indication if the club is growing or shrinking as using
a whole year’s numbers cancels out any seasonal fluctuations. (Numbers tend to
drop during the summer holidays).

Some of the competition pages use the JQuery framework, or some custom JavaScript.
The following table lists the required JQuery files included by each file.
Table 1: JQuery and JavaScript file use
JQuery file name
Competition Page
analysis.htm
jquery-2.1.0.min.js
jquery-2.1.0.min.js
jquery.flot.min.js
graph.htm
mongraph.js
jquery-2.1.0.min.js
howyou.htm
jquery.flot.min.js
jquery-2.1.0.min.js
jquery.flot.min.js
sitout.htm
jquery.flot.tooltip.min.js
jquery.flot.stack.js
jquery-2.1.0.min.js
jquery.flot.min.js
yearcompare.htm
jquery.flot.tooltip.min.js

Note that mongraph.js is a KBS supplied file, located in:
$KBS/misc/js/mongraph.js
This assumes that these competition files will be used on a Bridgewebs’ club page and
the competition pages assume that the JavaScript files will be in the same folder as
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they are located. If you need to change how these JavaScript files are included, look
at the $KBS/lib/Webhtml.pm file that has a template for these includes used by the
competition generator.

Advanced Scoring Topics
Having used this software for over 5 years, I never had the need for weighted/split scores
or split boards. Split boards are where the cards have been changed by accident during
a session, so the board has to be scored twice. However I have added these features in
the 20.1 release. The new features are visible only to the traveller editor. If we take a
closer look at the board editor screen:
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Split indicator
Figure 30: Advanced Traveller
Here I have highlighted the “Split indicator” column. Be default it is unset, so all the
entries for this board are all in the same split set, the default. There are 10 other split
sets, named ’0’ through ’9’. You can place a traveller entry into one of these named sets
by adding the characters “ n” at the end of a traveller entry, where ’n’ is a single digit.
The special string “ ” indicates the split set 0. Here is how I would mark the entry for
the north pair 9 as being in the 0th split set:
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Figure 31: Advanced Traveller - split set 0
Here is the traveller with all the pairs split between the default and 0th set:
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Figure 32: Advanced Traveller - split set 0 added
For a weighted or split score we have to invoke another input screen, and we invoke
this screen for a particular entry by using “w” as a special contract. Using the previous
example and wanting to replace the entry for pair 9 you would see:
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Figure 33: Advanced Traveller - request weighted entry
The weighted input screen looks like this:
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Figure 34: Advanced Traveller - weighted screen
There are two tables available, one for each pair direction. The East/West pair table
only has to be used if you wish to calculate the scoring of this entry separately for each
direction. If you just wish to input a weighted score, then just use the North/South
table. Each table allow up to 5 scores to be entered, under the “Score” column. Each
score must be assigned a weight, between 1 and 60. The total weight of all the score
entries must equal 60. Weights out of 60 are used rather than 100 so that more fractions
can be expressed as a rational number. Scores are entered as points from the viewpoint
of the NS pair. So a score of -420 would indicate a plus score for the EW pair. All
input goes through the “Input” entry box. The value in the “Input” entry box will
be placed in the “Score” or “Weight” box indicated by the gray background when the
“Return/Enter” key is pressed. The gray indicator will then move to the next box on
the same line, or to the “Score” box in the next line. The gray indicator can be moved
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by clicking on a “Score” or “Weight” box, copying the contents to the “Input” entry
box so it can be edited. Clicking on the “X” button deletes the entries in the boxes on
that line. The sort button sorts all the entries in descending order by the scores. Note
that the scores are not checked, all numerical values are accepted.
Here is an example of a split and weighted score. Here EW have been assigned a passed
out score, whereas NS have been assigned a major game attempt (non vulnerable),
making, going off one and making a over trick, with each having a weight of a third.
The weighted input screen looks like this:

Figure 35: Advanced Traveller - weighted/split example
As this is a split score, click on the “Split commit” button to confirm this entry, or
the “Quit” button to discard the entries. If this had just been a weighted score, then
the “Weighted commit” button would be used to confirm the entry. With the entry
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confirmed the traveller will look like this:

Figure 36: Advanced Traveller - with weighted score
The weighted scores can be edited by loading the entry into the Traveller input box and
pressing the “Return/Enter” key.

Fines
The director can fine a pair by using the “Fine” button in the session menu:
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Figure 37: Fines
The Fine screen looks like this:

Figure 38: Fines Screen
The “+” and “-” buttons increase and decrease the fine applied to the pair in units of
a 10th of a session top. To save the changes and exit the screen click on the “Quit with
save” button, which will create or update the fine record for the session. Click on the
“Quit no save” to discard any changes and exit this screen.

Multiple Scorers
If you have more than one scorer for the club and you want accurate competition pages,
then you need to ensure that both scorers have identical copies of the club database, the
data.db file. One way to ensure this is for the scorer of the last session to transmit their
data.db to the other scorer(s). The downside to this technique is the size of the data.db
file, which for ten years of weekly sessions, it about 6M. Another technique is for the
scorer of the last session to use the “Export” button on the session screen to create a
plain file of the last session details. This can then be sent to the other scorer(s) and
loaded into their database using the “Import” button on the main screen. Finally you
could place the data.db file under version control using a remote server. The scorer of
the last session would therefore ’commit/submit/push’ their file after a session and the
other scorer(s) would ’get/sync/pull’ to fetch the latest version of the file.
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Note the “Export” button dumps the latest club members’ record into the plain file.
When this is imported by the “Import” button it will overwrite the existing members’
record in the their club database, losing any local edits. You need to coordinate changes
to this record, I suggest by using the concept of ownership, in that one scorer is given
’ownership’ of the database and only the owner may make changes. The owner sends
changes to the members record by using contact.pl when done outside of a session, or
an export record when part of a session. Once the files have been emailed a new scorer
may become the owner.

Wireless Scoring
Server
Here is the expected wireless setup:

Figure 39: Hardware Setup
Or:
Using a Linux based platform, you can configure the platform to function as a router,
thereby minimising the amount of hardware required. However the wireless hardware
in a Pi 3 may not function as well as a purpose built router, possibly due to the lack of
antenna. As with all these things, testing the proposed setup before attempting to run
a real session is key.
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Figure 40: Pi Hardware Setup
Here is a diagram to describe the logical setup of the wireless scoring:

Figure 41: Snout Logic
The objects in this diagram are:
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 The Network – this is the wireless local area network. The clients connect to the
Web Server via this network;
 Web Server – a process started by KBS that listens for HTTP requests, responds
and stores the data from the clients using the snout database;
 Snout Database – an Sqlite3 format file that contains tables with the result, pairs
and player information for this session;
 KBS – the main KBS process;
 Club Database – the main club database;
 Results – A window that appears on the screen, it updates with the latest result
as the messages are received from the clients;
 Control – A window that appears on the screen, it shows the progress of the
session, the state of the Snout database and the Web server process and allows for
the reallocation of the table numbers;

The basic sequence is as follows:
1. The KBS program creates a brand new snout database file, located in the snout
directory. It is an Sqlite3 database. It creates several tables, for the results,
players, pair mapping and movement. After creating the tables it will populate
some of them, e.g. the “Players” table is filled with the names of all the current
active members;
2. The KBS starts a minimal web server. This listens on the “snout port” set in the
club configuration;
3. Once the web server is running, requests will be accepted from the phones/tablets
on the tables. The members will register their table number and then enter the
4 members and their location. Each entry is sent to the web server which places
it into the snout database. Once a table has registered all its members, they can
begin playing and enter each board’s result;
4. At the end of the round, the phone/tablet will indicate where each pair should
move to;
5. While the web server is active, the KBS process is polling the Snout database,
extracting the table, pair and result information and writing into the club database.
An attempt is then made to score the session and the outcome of this is displayed
on the result window;
6. Once the session has completed, the web server program can be stopped and the
snout control window can be closed and the session can be scored and uploaded
as before;
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Here is the Snout control window:

Figure 42: Snout Control Panel
The screen components are:
 Create database button - this creates the Snout Sqlite3 database file in the snout
directory and populates it with control information from the movement selected
for this session. An entry is made for each pair and for each result. The database
file is named by generating a unique UUID. e.g.

20190428+78AB242C-70EE-1014-A17F-46B3F63C6C65.db
When the file has been created a green “Go” indicator will appear to the right of
the “Create database” button. And the text in the button will change to “Delete
database”. Clicking this will delete the database, change the button text back and
remove the “Go” indicator;
 Start Snout Process - this starts the minimal web server and loads any existing
records in the Snout database into the Club database for this session, then a polling
process is enabled that periodically reads the Snout database for new records,
which it then processes into the Club records and attempts to score the session so
far and display the result on the “Result” window. While the web server is active
a green “Go” indicator will appear to the right of this button and the text of the
button will change to “Stop Snout Process”. You can click on the button again to
stop the web server. While the web server is active, the “Delete database” button
becomes disabled;
 Edit travellers - this starts the traveller editor but rather than edit the TRAV
table in the club database it instead edits the “Results” table in the specific snout
database. Note you should only edit an existing entry, either by clicking on the
north pair number or typing in just the north pair number and pressing return. If
type in your own pair numbers to add a new entry, this result will be silently discarded. Don’t forget to commit the change by pressing “return” before terminating
the screen;
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 Edit pairs - this starts the Pairmap editor and allows you to add new players to
the members’ database and allows you to change the pair members. Any changes
to the members’ database or the pair mapping will be sent to the tablets/phones
during the next data interchange between the phones and the server. Pair changes
are written to the snout database. Player detail changes are made to the members’
database. Note you can only start the Pairmap editor once all the pairs have been
entered from the phones;
 Web Address - under this label is the ip address and port that your phones/tablets
should use to contact the web server;
 Table Control - under this label is a block of buttons, one for each table in the
movement. Pressing on a button unregisters that phone/tablet from this table
number. This would be used when you have connected a phone to the web server
and registered a table number, but the phone has to be replaced. This then allows
another replacement phone to register with that table number;
 Left grey bar - progress bar of results. This bar grows from left to right as the
results are received;
 Right gray bar - progress bar of players. This bar grows left to right as the pair
mappings are received;
 Lower middle text box - Text description of the current progress, displayed as two
pairs of two numbers separated by a ‘/’. The first pair is number of results received
and total number of results and the second by received number of players and total
number of players.

Here is what the screen looks like at the end of a session:

Figure 43: Snout Control Panel - Complete
Table allocation
It is important to understand how the clients (smart phones/ tablets) and the server
track the table number allocated to a particular phone. When the client first starts up
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(having loaded the JavaScript code), it looks for a cookie called “unitid”. If it doesn’t
find this cookie, it generates a unique UUID string and places it in this cookie. It then
connects to the server it sends a “gettblno” message to the server with the UUID string
as a parameter. When this message arrives at the server, it looks at the UUID string
parameter and looks up that UUID string within the “tables” table within the snout
database. If it finds a record, then that record includes the table number allocated to
that UUID, and that is returned to the client. If no such record exists, then the server
replies that that phone has no table number allocated, and the client will respond by
asking the players to input their table number. (Hopefully they know what table that
they are sat at!) The client then sends that number to the server in a “settblno” message
and the server uses this to create a new entry in the “tables” table along with the UUID
to describe this allocation. As stated earlier, you can use the table buttons on the Snout
Control panel to force the server to remove that table number entry from the “tables”
table, thus allowing another phone’s UUID string to be allocated to that table number.

Client
The client part of the wireless scoring system uses a JavaScript program running in a web
browser on the client device. The client needs to start up a browser and use the address
and port specified by the server, either by setting up a bookmark (recommended) or by
typing in the the URL in the address bar, e.g.
//http:192.1.68.72:2030
This will download the starting page from the server that includes the JavaScript client
program and begin executing. The first screen to be displayed will be:
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Figure 44: Table selection
As this is the first time this phone has communicated with the server, none of the table
numbers have been allocated, so the client will ask the players for their table number.
The server has told the client the total number of table being used in this session, so in
our example we are playing a 3 table movement, so of course buttons for 1 through 3 are
displayed. Once the table number is selected the client will then check to see what pair
numbers are playing at this table for this round, and if those pairs have been identified.
Again as this is the start of the session, these pairs will not have been identified, so the
client will ask the players for their names:
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Figure 45: Pair identification
The players need to use the drop down menus to find and select their names. Once all
the names are complete, press “OK” to transmit the names to the server to be verified.
The menus look like this:
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Figure 46: Name menu
These names will be all the active players in the club’s members’ database, sorted by
surname. The list can be scrolled. The next screen will be the board screen, when the
client requests the number of the board to be scored:
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Figure 47: Board selection
Here we can see the table number at the top of the screen and a display containing the
4 players, the pair numbers and the current round. The list of the outstanding board
numbers for this round are listed as buttons underneath. North selects the board to
be played, or has been played and the contract screen will be displayed, requesting the
result details to be presented:
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Figure 48: Contract result
Now North can use the main buttons to report the contract played, declarer, card led and
the outcome. Once a valid result has been entered North will be requested to confirm
the score:
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Figure 49: Contract North confirm
Here you can see that I have specified four spades doubled by north with the 5 of
diamonds led making 10 tricks for 590 points for the NS pair. At this point North has
4 options:
1. Edit the result by pressing any of the white contract buttons. So if a mistake
in the contract suit was made, North would press on the spade symbol and the
buttons listing the 5 possible contract suits would be displayed and allow the suit
to be changed;
2. Press the “Back” button, this will return to the previous board selection screen,
so an alternate board number could be chosen. Note that the contract details are
remembered and will be presented again when returning to this screen;
3. Press the “Clear” button. All the contract details will be discarded;
4. Press the “Ok” button. This confirms the score by North, he should now hand the
phone to East for confirmation.
The client will now request that East confirms the result. East gets the same choice
of buttons. Any change will require that the phone be handed back to North for reconfirmation.
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Figure 50: Contract East confirm
Once East confirms the result, this is transmitted to the server. The result cannot be
edited via the client at this point. If a mistake has been made then you need to note
the board, pairs, old and new result and tell the director of the error. The director can
then use the “Edit travellers” button on the snout control window to make any required
changes, allowing future tables to see the amended travellers at the end of a board, or
wait until the end of the session and use the main traveller editor. The client will now
display the traveller:
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Figure 51: Traveller Display
This shows all the results played with this board. The current pairs’ score is highlighted
in white. The scores are ordered by N/S points, so the higher up means a good score
for NS, while the closer to the bottom shows a better score for the EW Pair. Under the
N/S and E/W labels are two numbers. These are the current overall position of the pair
in the session on the left and the session percentage on the right. So in our example
we can see that N/S is second with 60% and E/W is sixth with 0%. Once the results
have been perused, press the “OK” button to continue. There are two screens that can
be displayed at this point, the board selection screen that we have already seen and the
end of round screen. Obviously the first is used when there are boards outstanding to
be played by these pairs in this round. The end of round screen is shown when there
are no more boards to be played this round:
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Figure 52: End of round
This screen displays the current table, names, pairs and round information and gives
movement directions for the two pairs. It is probably wise to leave the phone on the
table at this point, and allow the incoming pairs to press the “End Rnd” button to move
onto the next round.
The rest is just more of the same sequence of screens until the end of the session.

Notes
There are two tables that are polled by KBS while the web server is active. These are
Results and Pairmap. There are three fields used to describe the state of each entry in
these tables.
1. marked - This is initialise to 0 when the tables are created at the start of a session,
(when the create database button is pressed). When the web server gets a message
from a client it will change the relevant record and set marked to 1. This lets KBS
find only those records that contain valid data;
2. seen - This is initialised to 0 when the tables are created at the start of a session.
It is used by KBS to note those entries that is has already processed. So while
the web server is active, KBS is scanning the tables looking for entries that have
marked set to 1 and have seen set to 0. Once KBS has processed those records, it
updates their seen field to 1;
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3. markt - This is a date stamp of when the web server updated the record.
Here is the schema of the snout database:
CREATE TABLE Tables (
tblno NUMERIC UNIQUE PRIMARY KEY,
ip
TEXT,
marked NUMERIC
);
CREATE TABLE Players (
plno NUMERIC UNIQUE PRIMARY KEY,
sname TEXT,
cname TEXT
);
CREATE TABLE Results (
round
NUMERIC,
tblno
NUMERIC,
bno
NUMERIC,
ns
NUMERIC,
ew
NUMERIC,
instr
TEXT,
points NUMERIC,
marked NUMERIC,
seen
NUMERIC,
markt
TEXT
);
CREATE TABLE Pairmap (
matchpair NUMERIC,
ne
NUMERIC,
sw
NUMERIC,
marked
NUMERIC,
seen
NUMERIC,
markt
TEXT
);
CREATE TABLE Pairmove (
round
NUMERIC,
tblno
NUMERIC,
nsnext
TEXT,
ewnext
TEXT,
setnext
TEXT
);
When KBS first starts up the web server, it handles the data in the snout database
file differently than during the subsequent polling iterations. It reads all the records,
ignoring the seen field and it regenerates the KBS database session records from scratch.
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During the subsequent iterations it only adds new records to the KBS database. This
means that you need to be careful editing the KBS session data. If you restart the web
server your edits will be lost. The safest procedure is to not make any changes until the
end of the session when all the results have been received.
I do hope to add the ability to edit the Snout Results and Pairmap tables directly from
the KBS control screen in the future.

KBS Movement file format
I have supplied all the movements we have ever used at various bridge clubs in my local
area. This section documents the format of the movement files located in the “moves”
folder in the installation folder. Basically you specify the starting location of every
North/South, East/West pair number and the board set at each table. Further entries
then described where these pairs and sets move to for the next round. If this movement
is identical for each round then the entry only has to specify this one move. The name
of each file is named after the number of tables in use, the number of relays, the number
of rounds and the number of arrow switched rounds. So the general format for a file
name, using x for the number of tables, y for the number of rounds, z for the number of
relays and a for the number of arrow switched rounds is:
TxRyrzAa
The only mandatory part of the file name is the Tx, which is needed so that the setup
program can group the movement by table number. Existing example file names are:
T10R9
T11A2
T8DWR8
The “DW” stands for “Double Weave” A movement file is divided into two sections. The
first part is a textual description which begins at the first line of the file and continues
until a line that contains just DESCEND. The second section of the file starts on the first
line following the DESCEND label. The second section contains blank lines, comment
lines and key lines. Blank lines only contain white space and they are ignored. Comment
lines start with the ’#’ character and are ignored. Key lines are made up of a ’key’, a
’=’ character and a ’value’. So for an example a line like
Table=1
specifies a ’key’ of “Table” and a ’value’ of “1”. If more that one ’=’ character is specified
on a key line, then the ’key’ stops at the first ’=’. So the line:
nscode=N=
has a ’key’ of “nscode” and a ’value’ of “N=”. The keys come in one of four types:
1. Table key
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2. Relay key
3. Global key
4. Substitute key

Table Keys
A table key line is one with a key of either “Table”, “ns”, “ew”, “board”, “nscode”,
“ewcode” , “boardcode”, “share” or “sharecode”. These table keys are always grouped
together starting with the “Table” key and must be followed by exactly one of the other
table keys except “share” and “sharecode” which are optional. Like this:
Table=1
ns=1
ew=21
board=1
boardcode=Tnscode=N=
ewcode=E+
The “Table” key value specifies the number of the Table that the following table key
lines are applied to. So in our example above we can see that we are defining the pairs,
boards and their movement for table 1. The other table keys have the following meaning:
 ns – the pair number starting as North/South as this table.
 ew – the pair number starting as East/West at this table.
 board – the board set starting at this table. The board sets are numbered from one
up to the maximum required for the movement. The maximum board set number
times the number of boards per round will give us the total number of boards used
in the movement. A value of 0 indicates there are no boards on this table, which
is used when tables are sharing boards.
 boardcode – where this board set will move to after the first round. This can either
be an absolute table number, such as “T2” or an absolute relay number, such as
“R1”, or a relative move, such as “T-”, which means move the set down one table.
This value will automatically wrap, so if we have 10 tables a “T-” issued from
table 1 will move the set to board 10. If we had 11 tables it would move to table
11. You can skip several tables by specifying the number to move like so: “T+2”,
move the set up 2 tables. You can only use relative moves to another table, not
to relays. If the set always moves the same each round than only a single entry is
required. If the move differs for some rounds, then all the moves for the set must
be specified for each round. An entry is separated by one or more spaces. Take
this example from the T12DW12 file:
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boardcode=T+ T- T+ T- T+ T+6 T+ T- T+ T- T+
The movement has a maximum of 12 rounds, so we have 11 entries specified here.
We can see on the 6th round that the boards jump 6 tables.
 nscode – where the pair sitting North/South will move to. Each entry consists of
a “Direction” indicator N for North/South, E for East/West and a relative move,
+ for up, - for down and an optional number to specify the number of tables to
move. The ’=’ character indicates no change in table number. Examples:

nscode=N=
North/South stay where they are;
nscode=E=
North/South move to the East/West position at this table.
 ewcode - the same as nscode, but for the East/West pair. Example of a skip:

ewcode=E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+2 E+ E+ E+ E+ E+
 share – a digit indicating which table number has the set of boards we should
share. A value of 0 indicates no sharing. This key is optional and only needed if
this table shares a board on the first round.
 sharecode – a digit indicating which table number has the set of boards we should
share for the 2nd and subsequent rounds. A value of 0 indicates no sharing this
round. A single entry can be specified if the table shares with the same table
for every round, otherwise an entry for each round must be specified. Entries are
separated by one or more spaces. Here is an example of a 12 table movement,
T12R12 that has table 12 sharing with table 1 for the whole session:

Table=12
ns=12
ew=32
board=0
share=1
boardcode=T=
nscode=N=
ewcode=$L1
sharecode=1
The boardcode is ignored if there are no boards on the table, board=0. This key
is optional, it only has to be specified for tables that share boards.
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Relay Keys
A relay key line is one with a key of either “Relay”, “board” or “boardcode”. These relay
keys are always grouped together starting with the “Relay” key and must be followed
by exactly one of the other relay keys. Like this:
Relay=1
board=7
boardcode=T6
Both “board” and “boardcode” have the same meaning as described in the Table keys
section. Relays should be numbered from 1 upwards.

Global Keys
The following global keys are recognised:
 id – a number that uniquely identifies this movement. This number is used by the
Palm tabletop scoring software to manually select a movement. The id is made
up of two parts, the number of tables in the movement multiplied by 100 plus a
unique digit of between 0 and 99. So for example the four 12 table movements
have ids of 1200, 1201, 1202 and 1203.
 rounds – the default number of rounds in the movement.
 maxrounds – the maximum number of rounds in the movement. You must specify
either this key or the “rounds” key. If this key is not present, then it takes the
value of “rounds”.
 bpr – the default number of boards in a set. The boards played per round.
 rnddesc – a digit followed by a space followed by a string, e.g: “rnddesc=5 Skip”.
This will place the string into the HTML output file after the round specified. It
adds a break in the movement table to make it easier to see the skip round. It
is purely cosmetic. See T10 for a full example. Global keys can appear anywhere
after the DESCEND line.

Substitute Keys
Substitute keys should be placed after the DESCEND line but before the first Table or
Relay definitions. Substitute keys provide a useful shortcut for providing long repeated
key values in a following Table or Relay section. The key can be any value that does
not clash with any of the Table, Relay or Global keys. The value can be anything. You
refer to an earlier substitute key by prefacing it with the $ character. Here is an example
from T18:
# The EW move for all tables
L1=E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+2 E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+ E+
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and is used later like so:
Table=1
ns=1
ew=21
board=1
boardcode=Tnscode=N=
ewcode=$L1
The ewcode for all the tables in the file are all set to $L1,. You can have as many
substitute keys as you wish.

Writing your own movement files
The easiest way to write your own movement file is to copy an existing one. Copy one
that uses the same number of tables. Determine and change the value of the global id
key, then use the table below to determine which movement file to look at to give you
an example of how to do a specific movement type:
Table 2: Movement example
Movement Type Example name
Simple Mitchell
T11
T14
Skip Mitchell
Bowman
T10Bow
Board sharing
T12R12
Substitute keys
T18
T7A2
Arrow switching
Relays
T5

Testing a new movement file
You should test a new movement file before attempting to score a session using it.
There is a program called movegen.pl that will test out a movement file and optionally
generate an HTML file of the movement that can be printed out to provide a reference.
The program can also provide HTML files of table slips that can be printed out and
placed on each table to avoid confusion for a more complicated movement. You run the
program from the club folder like this:
perl ../movegen.pl -f ../moves/T10new
It will ensure that the movement is valid and list out the pairs and boards for each
table followed by a listing of the pairs on each traveller set. You can generated a HTML
output file by giving the -h option like so:
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perl ../movegen.pl -h -f ../moves/T10new
This will create a file of HTML called T10new.html in the current folder. Open this with
your browser, select “Print Preview” and change the page layout and scale so that the
output fits nicely on a single sheet and then print it. If the -c option is specified, then the
commentary/description from the movement file will be included in the HTML output.
The -t option followed by a number will cause the program to produce multiple HTML
files of table slips for the movement. The number following the -t option determines how
many tables slips are produced in each output file. The output files are named from the
input file name, followed by an underscore, followed by the number of the starting table
in the file. So for example:
perl ../movegen.pl -h -t 4 -f ../moves/T10new
Will produce three files T10new 1.html, T10new 5.html and T10new 9.html. Again use
the “Print Preview” option to size the output for your printer. There is one last option,
-b number, that allows you to change the boards per round from the default specified
in the movement file.
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